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Role and Technology

• Role in Dictionary Implementation
• MLS / Back End
• RETS Server (vendor/own)
Method

• Transformation to DD Database
• Transformation on the fly
• Modify MLS Input Form
• Other?
RESO Participation

How has RESO participation aided you in your Data Dictionary Implementation?
Mapping

What was your approach and your challenges when mapping your metadata to the Data Dictionary?
Fields, Data Types, Enumerations

What specific situations around the Data Dictionary fields, data types, lengths and enumerations did you experience?
Data Transformation

What was your experience and the details of how you brought your data into compliance?
Testing and Certification

What were your methods of preparing for certification and your experience obtaining that certification?
Working with RETS Clients

What challenges or benefits have you experienced so far with your RETS clients?
Questions?
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